**Kitchen Safety**

Across
1. Use ____ to pick up hot pans
2. Call the ____ ____ if there is a gas leak
5. Make sure to not wear ____ clothing near the stove
8. Do not leave anything ____ near a stove
9. Never light a ____ near a gas leak
12. Never ____ in a kitchen or food laboratory
14. Never leave in the sink
15. Cut ____ from your body
16. Turn pot handles to the ____ to avoid getting bumped
17. Never let ____ near the stove unsupervised
18. Make sure to tie ____ back before cooking
19. Keep products in original
20. ____ ____ appliances as soon as you are done with them

Down
3. Always have a ____ ____ in your kitchen
4. Never stick a metal object in the
6. To clean up broken glass, use a ____ paper towel
7. Always keep a copy of ____ numbers on the fridge
10. Always clean up ____ or broken glass immediately
11. Make sure to keep stove tops free of
13. Before working in the kitchen, wash your

---

**Name: _________________________________**

**Date: __________________**